International and Internal Migration: Challenges and Opportunities in Europe
16TH – 17TH JANUARY – 2020, GRAN SASSO SCIENCE INSTITUTE, ITALY

Opening Ceremony
Thursday, 16 January, 14:00 – 15:00

Keynote Speaker

Jacques Poot
Emeritus Professor, National Institute of Demographic and Economic Analysis
Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
University of Waikato
MIGRATION ECONOMICS FOR THE 2020s

15.00-15:30 Coffee Break

Session 1 – Motivation for Migration and wages (16th Jan, 15.30-18:00, Room C)

1. Stephan Brunow (HdBA) and Oskar Jost (IAB) - Wages of migrant and native employees in Germany: new light on an old issue
2. Stefano Fusaro (Universitat de Barcelona) and Enrique Lopez-Bazo (Universitat de Barcelona)- On the heterogeneous impact of immigrants on the distribution of native wages: Evidence from recent immigrants in Italy
3. Cem Özgüzel (OECD)- The cushioning effect of immigrant mobility: evidence from the great recession in Spain
4. Elisabeth Gruber (Austrian Academy of Sciences)- Emphasizing selectivity of migration and its significance for economy and life quality
5. Daniel Crown, Masood Gheasi (GSSI) and Alessandra Faggian (GSSI) - Interregional Mobility and the Personality Traits of Migrants

Session 2 – Migration and Space-Making (1) (16th Jan, 15.30-18:00, Room A)

1. Maria Cerreta (University of Naples Federico II), Giuliano Poli (University of Naples Federico II) and Maria Reitano (University of Naples Federico II) - Internal migration and segregation interplay: a multi methodological approach for the assessment of "Lotto zero" Naples
2. Fabrizio Ciocca (Università La Sapienza di Roma) - Muslim immigration: how urban spaces in Italian cities change
3. Moritz Meister (Institute for Employment Research, IAB), Jan Cornelius Peters (Thünen Institute of Rural Studies) and Anja Rossen (IAB) - Out migration of young workers from rural areas and their return; event history analysis
4. Antonio de Campli (Politecnico di Torino)- The tourist and the migrant
5. Aleksandra Wrona (Wroclaw University of Economics)- Gentrification effect as a part of urban development
Session 3 - Migration and Space-Making (2) (16th Jan, 15.30-18, Library)

1. **Filomena Riccardi** - The reconfiguration of the space in Southern Italy after the arrival of migrant communities from South East-Asia
2. **Annie Tubdij** (Swansea University) and **Peter Nijkamp** (JAD's) - Migration flows and diversity as factor for EU regional resilience
3. **Bruna Vendemmia** (Politecnico di Milano) - Accessibility as a measure of territorial fragility the case of Italian inner areas
4. **Barbara Brollo** (La Sapienza University) - Spatial distribution of Immigrant settlements; looking for ethnic clusters and relations with urban quality index
5. **Daria Denti** (GSSI) - Looking ahead in anger: the effect of foreign migration on youth resentment in England

19:00 - Social Dinner

Friday, 17 January 9:00 – 10:00
Keynote Speaker

Rachel Franklin
Professor of Geographical Analysis
Centre for Urban and Regional Development Studies
Spatial Analytics and Modelling Lab
Newcastle University

10:00 – 10-30 Coffee break

Session 4 - Human capital and migration (17th Jan, 10.30-12.30, Room C)

1. Jan Cornelius Peters (Thünen Institute of Rural Studies) and **Johannes Stiller** (Thünen Institute of Rural Studies) - Graduate migration and the attractiveness of rural areas in Germany
2. **Jingjie Zhang** (University of Glasgow) - Graduates on the move- interregional migration of HEI graduates in central China
3. **Cristina Vasilescu** (Istituto per la Ricercar Sociale) - Is knowledge economy a way to reduce brain drain in high emigration regions? Lessons from a Romanian region
4. Gianfranco Atzeni (University of Sassari), Deidda Luca Gabriel (University of Sassari), **Delogu Marco** (University of Sassari) and Paolini Dimitri (University of Sassari) - Off-Site Status and University Drop-Out: evidence from Italy
5. **Adriana Carolina Pinate** (GSSI), Claudio Di Berardino and Alessandra Faggian (GSSI) - Migration and innovation: measuring the effect of skilled specific flows on patents, trademarks and design across Italian provinces

Session 5 - Questioning the legal (1) (17th Jan, 10.30-12.30, Library)

1. Mohammad Usman (University of Cambridge), Gemma Burgess (University of Cambridge) and **Sabina Masiova** (University of Cambridge) - Legal status and Housing Ghanaian migrants in New York City
2. Elena Tarsi (Universidade de Coimbra) and Diletta Vecchiarelli (Università La Sapienza di Roma) - Contemporary migration landscape in Southern Italy: crossing agricultural labour, rhetoric of emergency and informality

3. Margherita Grazioli (GSSI)

4. Francesca Piazzoni (University of Liverpool) - Visibility as Justice: Design Implications for the Immigrant Street Vendors of Rome

Session 6 - Border management and policies (17th Jan, 14-16, Room C)

1. Yasha Maccanico (University of Bristol) - How and why restrictive EU and national immigration policy outlooks undermine rights, the rule of law and other positive values

2. Paola Proietti (GSSI) and Davide Luca (Cambridge University) - Hosting to skim. Organized crime and the reception of asylum seekers in Italy

3. Martina Bovo (Politecnico di Milano) - How the arrival of migrants challenges urban space and policy around the Mediterranean

4. Habeeb Olanrewaju - The most trafficked route: examining illegal migration in the Mediterranean Sea

Session 7 - Questioning the legal (2) (17th Jan, 14-16, Library)

1. Elena Taviani (GSSI) - Urban geographies of Black Europe: The cases of London, Paris and Lisbon

2. Giuseppe Carta (GSSI) - Constituting the Mosque: Institutional Islamophobia, Secularism, and Postsecular Thinking

3. Daniela Morpurgo (GSSI) - Inhabiting the rule: how religion can dwell in a warehouse

4. Osvaldo Costantini (Università La Sapienza di Roma) - “Squatting the battlefield of citizenship”. Different and needs of migrants who live in occupied buildings

16:00 – 17:00 Closing and final remarks